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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable presents the final version of the developed use-cases and demonstrators of
the INPUT project and, through them, demonstrates the capacities and advantages of innetwork programmability offered by the INPUT platform. This deliverable regards a revised
version of D4.2 – “Working progress in use case implementation and Design and development
of Personal Cloud Services” and includes the set of work and updates realised towards the final
implementation and release of the INPUT personal cloud services. The two implemented use
cases attend to two areas in the virtualization of a Home Network and end-user electronics
devices.
Both use cases are providing to the users with access to their virtual and physical devices
(nominally deployed in their homes) always and in any location through virtual services
enabled by Personal Networks (PNaaS) that provide a trusted and secure incorporation of
resources and services independent of their location across distributed computing and storage
infrastructures. Both use-cases have been evaluated using their current implementation, while
detailed performance evaluation and validation results are going to be provided at the
upcoming deliverable D4.4 “Validation and benchmarking of individual and integrated
(network wide) INPUT technologies”.
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2 Introduction
2.1 Use Cases Implementation Evolution
The INPUT project aims at exploiting new in-network Personal Cloud Services (PCSes) by
exploiting advance capabilities of upcoming network technologies based on Software Defined
Network (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) paradigms.
This deliverable presents the final version of the developed use-cases and demonstrators of
the INPUT project and, through them, demonstrates the capacities and advantages of innetwork programmability offered by the INPUT platform. This deliverable regards a revised
version of D4.2 – “Working progress in use case implementation and Design and development
of Personal Cloud Services” [10] and includes the set of work and updates realised towards the
final implementation and release of the INPUT personal cloud services. The two implemented
use cases attend to two areas in the virtualization of a Home Network and end-user electronics
devices.
The first use case concerns the “Virtualization of existing End-User Electronic Devices” and in
detail of multimedia Set-Top Boxes (STBs). The different Personal Cloud Services (PCSs) that
compose the multimedia virtual STB (vSTB) player and the provisioning, acquisition and
decoding of the content have been developed, allowing the validation of key aspects such as the
efficient migration of the services and the support of real time streaming of multimedia content
transmitted from the content provider in one or more local player devices (User_Apps), in
particular for smartphones, PCs and extensible to Smart TVs. A initial set of performance
evaluation results have been made available, based on the deployment of the set of personal
cloud services over a testbed in two indicative scenarios. The first scenario is realized by
emulating the Telco Operator SDN/NFV network by Mininet, while the second scenario is
realized in a Data Center using Openstack.
The second use case regards the IoT scenario, and in particular the “Virtualization of IoT
Services in a Home Management System”. This use case has exploited the values from the INPUT
approach to cover the main challenges affecting to the Internet of Things (IoT) in terms of
security and privacy issues for connected personal devices via the deployment of the Personal
Network (PN), and also the development of flexible applications that via virtualization overpass
the intrinsic limitations of resources that characterize to the constrained devices from the
Internet of Things solutions. In details, the use-case has implemented the Personal Cloud
Services to offer the Virtual Device Collector functionalities. Two main Service_Apps have been
developed, on the one hand, the Virtual Object Service_App to reduce the complexity of the
communications, and on the other hand, the Virtual Device Object is extended with the
Historical Data Cache, which provides an edge service for the storage and provisioning of data
from the sensors to the DC_Apps (Global Historical Data) and User_Apps (Data Visualization). In
addition to the Service_Apps, the DC_Apps for Historical Data Storage and for Device
Management have been also developed and integrated. A mobility use case is also described
and realised, taking advantage of the VM mobility characteristics that Open Volcano supports.
Based on the realisation of a set of deployment scenarios, initial performance evaluation results
are provided.
Both use cases are providing to the users with access to their virtual and physical devices
(nominally deployed in their homes) always and in any location through virtual services
enabled by Personal Networks (PNaaS) that provide a trusted and secure incorporation of
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resources and services independent of their location across distributed computing and storage
infrastructures. Finally, both use-cases have been evaluated using their current
implementation, while detailed performance evaluation and validation results are going to be
provided at the upcoming deliverable D4.4 “Validation and benchmarking of individual and
integrated (network wide) INPUT technologies”.
Following, this deliverable will present the implementation details of the different
components that define the use-cases, testbeds setup as well as existing performance
evaluation results.

2.2 Work Package Description
The INPUT Project is organised in 3 technical Work Packages (WPs), each addressing the
topics and areas of the three research axes of the project: Network and Service Abstraction,
Automation and Virtualization Interfaces, Smart Network Programmability and Smart Personal
Cloud Services.
WP4 deals with the definition of requirements for generic next-generation personal cloud
services, paying a deeper attention to the proof-of-concept realization of the use cases with the
design and adaptation of the required activities for the final demonstration setting. The
Deliverable D4.1 presented the use-cases design and specifications including the initial
testbeds description, the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and the different services chains
and parts of the use-cases, including also the mechanisms to validate it. The Deliverable D4.1
has mainly presented the results from the Task 4.1 “Design of Personal Cloud Service Platform
and Proof-of-concept Applications”.
The deliverable D4.2 was focused on presenting the work in progress of the use case
implementation, design and development of the personal cloud services with the initial results
and also with the next steps projection, while the current deliverable D4.3 regards a revised
version of D4.2 describing the final implementation details of the considered use cases. D4.3 is
mainly presenting the final results from the Task 4.2 “Home Entertainment virtual device “Innetwork” App implementation” and Task 4.3 “Virtual Collector device “In-network” App
implementation”.
The upcoming deliverable D4.4 “Validation and benchmarking of individual and integrated
(network wide) INPUT technologies” is going to focus at the presentation of the set of
performance evaluation and validation results of the integrated INPUT framework based on the
implementation of the aforementioned use cases.

2.3 Deliverable Structure
The current deliverable is structured as follows: Section three describes the “Virtualization
of existing End-User Electronic Devices: Home Entertainment virtual device” Personal Cloud
Service implementation, while, in a similar fashion, section four describes the “Virtualization of
IoT Services in a Home Management System: Virtual Collector Device” Personal Cloud Service
implementation. Finally, section five concludes the deliverable presenting the main highlights
as well as the steps that are going to be followed towards the final performance evaluation of
the INPUT platform and Personal Cloud Services.
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3 Personal Cloud Services Implementation for “Virtualization
of existing End-User Electronic Devices: Home
Entertainment virtual device”
3.1 Personal Cloud Service Overview
The target of this section is to show how the proposed INPUT framework can be used to
provide customers with a personal cloud service regarding multimedia entertainment at home.
It consists of the virtualization of a set-top box (STB) device like the physical one provided
today by content providers (CPs) that offer services like pay-per-view of live video streaming
and video on demand. Thanks to the SDaaS facility offered by the INPUT framework, the STB is
not physically present at the user’s home, but is provided as a vSTB through the OpenVolcano
infrastructure.
The vSTB considered in this use case provides the following main capabilities:
1. real-time streaming of multimedia content transmitted from a CP to one or more user
home player devices, such as smart TVs, and to one or more user mobile terminals, such
as smartphones and tablets;
2. recording of multimedia contents;
3. playout of multimedia contents previously recorded.
These capabilities make the difference between the vSTB and a legacy CDN application. In
fact, while a CDN aims at delivering stored video streams by caching them close to the users,
the vSTB yields a service like the one provided by a STB, also including live transmission from
remote content providers. Only if users decide to record some flow, as we use to do at home
with our physical set-top boxes or video recorders, live events are recorded as close to the users
as possible, but this is done based on a user’s request.
The potential of the STB virtualization becomes evident when the user leaves the user’s own
home network. In fact, in this case, the user can still exploit the vSTB personal cloud service by
means of mobile terminals to watch real-time and stored contents while in mobility. Benefits in
using the INPUT Architecture for the Home Entertainment Device Virtualization have been
introduced in the Deliverable D4.2, Section 4.6. In addition, in this document, specifically in
Section 3.5, we will consider two testbed scenarios to demonstrate the gain achieved with the
INPUT approach numerically.
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Figure 1: Personal Network when the vSTB service is active.

Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of the user’s Personal Network when the vSTB service
is active. As already specified, the Personal Network includes both physical and virtual devices.
In more detail, we can distinguish between physical devices at the user side, i.e. in the user’s
residential LAN domain, and virtual devices in the INPUT domain, i.e. deployed inside the INPUT
platform, but belonging to the user’s private domain. In addition to the above components,
there are further elements deployed within the network infrastructure in the INPUT platform,
which can be considered as lying in the shared domain, because they are effectively shared
among a set of users, i.e. not belonging to any specific Personal Network.
A vSTB personal cloud service for a given user is realized by integrating the following
elements within the same Personal Network:


user’s smart TVs that are assumed to be connected to the physical home LAN of the
considered user;



user’s smartphones, tablets and personal computers – in the following referred to as
Smart Clients – that can be connected to the Internet through either the physical home
LAN or a cellular connection provided by the same Telco Operator;
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the vSTB element, realized as a chain of some User_Apps running on the user’s Smart
Clients, some Service_Apps running on the server closest to the users’s home LAN, and
some DC_Apps running in a datacenter.

A vSTB instance is created on demand by each interested user. More specifically, a user that
wants to activate vSTB logs in the user’s virtual Home Gateway via web or through a specific
User_App installed on the user’s smartphone, and selects the required vSTB service.
Immediately after that action, the virtual Home Gateway notifies the NS-OS element residing in
the OpenVolcano platform of this request, and the service chain needed to realize the vSTB is
instantiated on the node of the OpenVolcano infrastructure that is the closest to the user. The
NS-OS can implement different placement policies, but this is out of the scope of this paper.
All the vSTB capabilities are managed by User_Apps running on the user’s Smart Clients. More
specifically, a graphic user interface (GUI) running in a specific User_App called
Remote_Controller guides the user across the above-mentioned vSTB functions, allowing the
choice of both the action (i.e. playing live contents, recording a live content, and playout of
users’ contents) and the target device where to finalize the action (i.e. the player, among the
devices connected to the Personal Network).
The next subsections will describe the functional architecture of a vSTB and the related
service chains.

Figure 2: DC_App, Service_Apps and User_Apps organized according to their typology.
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3.2 vSTB Architecture
The INPUT platform elements that compose a vSTB, organized as in Figure 2 according to
their typology, are:
User_Apps






vSTB Configurator: it is the mobile User_App enabling the user to access the configuration
menus of the vSTB, interacting with the vSTB Manager Service_App described below.
Remote Controller: it is a mobile application that the user installs on his/her Smart Client
to remotely control the vSTB. It is connected to the VDI Service_App to access the CP
content schedule, select a real-time or recorded content, and create virtual connections
between the vSTB and the DLNA-compliant physical players that are available in the
home LAN.
Event Notification: it allows setting up a notification service to alert users when a
requested content is available.
Mobile Player: it allows viewing content directly on a smartphone or tablet; it connects
directly to the PA and the Digital Media Server (DMS) Service_Apps, in order to choose a
real-time or a stored content.

The above User_Apps have been implemented in an Android app called Ushare. It allows the
User to choose the specific content among the ones transmitted by a selected Content Provider.
The content can be reproduced on both the same smart client, and/or any smart TV in the home
LAN. In this last case, thanks to the DLNA standard it is possible to control the playout (volume,
pause, etc.) from both the User_App running on the smart client, and the physical remote
controller of the smart TV.

Figure 3: Virtual vSTB Engine architecture.
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Service_Apps





vSTB Manager: it enables management and configuration of the vSTB device. It is the peer
entity that communicates with the vSTB Configurator to modify all the vSTB settings (e.g.,
the menu and subtitle language, supported encoders, video quality, etc.). Moreover,
according to the required video quality, and taking into account the peculiarities of the
Smart Device and the link bandwidth, it interacts with the Digital Media Server to set the
transcoding parameters, that is, the output encoding standard and encoding quality.
Performance Analytics: it gathers the information about the service Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) such as latency, delay, delay jitter, packet loss rate, throughput and other
parameters allowing the measurements of the user’s QoS/QoE.
vSTB Engine: it is the core element of the vSTB, and represents the virtualization of the
common physical STB device; it consists of four Service_Apps, whose functions will be
detailed later:
o
o
o
o




Virtual Decoder Interface (VDI);
Digital Media Controller (DMC);
Digital Media Server (DMS);
Personal Acquirer (PA).

Edge Storage: it belongs to the shared domain, and is in charge of saving the recently
recorded contents.
Edge Acquirer: it is the Service_App receiving the data flows from the CP through the
dedicated Back-End network. It communicates with the PAs of all the users registered to
the server where it is running, in order to publish the content timetable and transmit
them the requested multimedia data flows.

DC_Apps



vSTB Store: it is a cloud service enabling the subscription of services/channels/events
proposed by the CP. A user connects to this service every time he/she wants to change
the terms of his/her subscription.
Historical Recording Storage: contents saved by users are stored in a storage service
within the Telco Operator’s premises. When contents become obsolete and, thus,
requested less frequently, they are sent to this DC_App to be stored in its storage system.

The functional architecture of the vSTB Engine is represented in Figure 3, where the internal
interactions are also depicted. It is compliant with the DLNA standard [1], that is, it is able to
communicate with other DLNA-compliant devices like smart TVs connected to the same
personal network. It consists of four Service_Apps:




Virtual Decoder Interface (VDI): this component represents the interface between the
Remote Controller User_App and the functional components of the virtual decoder. By using
the Remote Controller on the user’s own Smart Client (Android, iOS, Windows Phone or
other frameworks), the user can select an action among watching live contents, scheduling
a content recording, and playing a recorded content from the user’s own digital library
distributed among the Edge Storage running close to the user’s location, and the Historical
Recording Storage in the data center.
Furthermore, the VDI communicates with the Digital Media Controller to select the digital
media player that the user wants to employ to watch the multimedia content, and with the
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Personal Acquirer, with the objective of either selecting one of the available contents to be
played out, or enabling the recording of a selected event.
Digital Media Controller (DMC): according to the DLNA standard, the DMC maintains the list
of the DLNA players in the personal network, and communicates with the DMS to know the
list of the stored contents.
Digital Media Server (DMS): this element is DLNA- compliant, too; it maintains and updates
the list of contents exposed by both the PA and the personal digital library in the Edge
Storage. Moreover, according to the encoding requirements received by the vSTB Manager,
it performs transcoding to adapt the multimedia flows to the players. Let us stress that this
is one of the peculiarities that make the difference between the INPUT approach, which
allows the Telco Operator to customize the quality for each user, thanks to the adoption of
the fog-computing paradigm, and the over-the-top approach, which performs computation
on remote clouds, therefore working on classes of users.
Personal Acquirer (PA): it receives commands from the VDI to enable the live streaming of a
content or the recording of a selected content. It communicates with the Edge Acquirer in
the common domain, requiring the multimedia content selected by the user or indicating
that a specified event has to be forwarded to the Edge Storage to be recorded.

3.3 Service Chains of the vSTB
In this section, we present the service chains of DC_Apps, Service_Apps and User_Apps involved
during two relevant actions characterizing the considered personal cloud service, that is,
watching a content (either live or recorded) on a smart TV or on a mobile device. The
Service_Apps involved in the first action (refer to Figure 4.a) are the Mobile Player User_App, the
Digital Media Server and the Personal Acquirer, coupled with the Edge Acquirer Service_Apps, as
concerning the view of a live content from the content provider; the Digital Media Server and
the Edge Storage Service_App or the Historical Recording Storage DC_App, as far as the view of a
stored content is concerned.
More specifically, as shown in Figure 4.a, a user that wants to watch a multimedia live content,
accesses the Virtual Decoder Interface by mean of the user’s User_App Remote Controller. The
VDI Service_App is connected to the Digital Media Controller and to the Personal Acquirer
Service_Apps. Thanks to them, it is possible, respectively, to select the destination DLNA player
among the devices connected to the user’s personal network and to connect to the Edge
Acquirer Service_App to request the desired multimedia content scheduled by the content
provider.
Likewise, a user that wants to watch a recorded content accesses the VDI by means of the
User_App Remote Controller. The DMC is connected, besides the DLNA Players, also to the DMS
to retrieve the recorded content. The latter can be stored in the local Edge Storage, if it has been
recorded recently, or in the Historical Recording Storage DC_App on a remote data center, if it is
older than a given time threshold.
Figure 4.b presents the service chain related to the case when a user wants to receive the
service directly on the user’s Smart Client that is connected to the user’s Personal Network
through a cellular connection, under the radio coverage provided by the INPUT network
operator. Deployment of the Service_Apps composing the personal cloud service in such a way
the user can enjoy it according to the subscribed service level agreement is a task of the NS-OS.
Page 15 of 53
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(a) Service chain of the action “Watching a content on DLNA Player”.

(b) Service chain of the action “Watching a content on a mobile device”.
Figure 4: vSTB Service chains.
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3.4 Personal Cloud Services for the virtual Set-top Box Device
Implementation
To test the effectiveness of the INPUT platform, we have developed a Proof-of-concept (PoC)
of the vSTB cloud service, implementing the subset of the component virtual functions that
constitute its core elements. More in detail, Figure 5 shows the virtual functions out of the scope
of the demonstration as marked in grey, while the implemented functions are highlighted in
colors and described in the following subsections. All the produced libraries are available on
line on the INPUT website.

Figure 5: Virtual Functions composing the personal cloud service vSTB. Virtual functions not
implemented in the PoC are marked in grey

3.4.1 Edge Acquirer (EA) Implementation Details
The implementation of the Edge Acquirer function has been based on the open source
software Multicat [2], a multicast and transport streaming manipulation package, timely
modified in order to receive video data streams from the content providers and forward them
to the personal acquirers. Our application, as compared to the original library, listens on a TCP
port for data flow requests coming from the PAs and, according to the received requests,
duplicates packets coming from the content providers at run-time. In our prototype, the EA
receives RTP/MPEG transport streams (each channel of each content provider has a specific
ID) and forwards them to the PA Service_Apps of all the connected vSTBs, according to the
received requests.
The implemented EA is constituted by two main parts:



a component that is in charge of transmitting/receiving video flows,
a component that is in charge of signaling communications with the other blocks of the
platform, for control and configuration of the video streaming.
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EA Data Plane
The implementation of the first part is based on the open source ffserver [3]. It allows the
creation of an HTTP server to manage audio and video flows. They can be either live or
produced by saved contents in a local repository. Besides the HTTP streaming, ffserver allows
streaming based on the Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) and Real Time Protocol (RTP). A
brief description of how ffserver works is reported in the Appendix A.1.
For the INPUT use-case testbed, in order to be compliant with the DLNA standard, the
following encoding parameters have been used:




video encoding: H.264
audio encoding: mp3
video resolution: 1280x720 (HD ready)

The flow source shown on the left of the figure in the Appendix A.1, and labeled as “ffmpeg”,
is an open-source software of the same software family of ffmpeg. It allows video and audio
conversion from/to the majority of audio/video standards and a number of input sources like
different devices, file, webcam, network cards, pipes. Many streaming protocols are supported
by it: HTTP, RTSP, UDP, RTP, FTP, TCP, TLS, etc. Moreover, it allows video editing operations
like video resize, frame rate reduction, and audio editing operations like the application of
digital effects.
Ffserver and ffmpeg interact with each other as follows:



by specifying the url of the feed, ffmpeg sends an http get request to the ffserver
before authorizing video transmission, ffserver makes some check:
1. the source IP address has to be present in the ACL;
2. no other flows have to be present in the feed.
If some of the two above cases occurs, it sends a 403 error HTTP response. On the
contrary, the request is confirmed by a positive HTTP answer (code 200).



Ffmpeg sends an HTTP post request to the feed and starts the multimedia transmission

EA Control Plane
The EA control plane has been realized with a software program in Python 3.5 language. Its
functions are:





Management of the database
Management of requests issued by the Personal Acquirers
Management of requests issued by the Content Providers
Creation of the ffserver configuration file

An Oracle MySQL server is installed in the same virtual machine hosting the Edge Acquirer.
It is used to store the following set of information needed to the normal working process of the
system: a table with the list of the registered users, a table with the list of content providers
transmitting to these users, and a table with the upcoming events for each content provider.
The interaction with the database is provided by SQLAlchemy, a set of Python libraries
implementing an Object Relation Mapping (ORM), allowing using database objects inside the
application functions.
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Information regarding content providers are used to create a configuration file for the
ffserver. Moreover, for each content provider an ffserver feed and a stream are created. They
are used by the Personal Acquirers to request video flows.
Content providers send timetables of the forthcoming events to the Edge Acquirer, which
works as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Receives information regarding the list of content providers from the database
Creates the ffserver configuration file
Executes an ffserver instance with the above configuration file as input
Opens a socket at the port 50050
Iteratively
a. Waits for incoming requests
b. At each received request, creates a new thread to manage it

Each thread created at step 5.b performs as described in Appendix A.2.

3.4.2 Personal Acquirer (PA) Implementation Details
The Personal Acquirer has been implemented in Python 3.5. It is connected via two TCP
signaling channels to both the Virtual Decoder Interface (control channel) and the Edge
Acquirer (streaming channel).
The streaming channel works likewise the Edge Acquirer data plane part. The control channel
between the PA and the VDI, on the other hand, is realized according to a client/server
paradigm where the PA acts as server for the requests coming from the VDI.
More in detail, the VDI sends the following request messages:








Sending the channel list to the VDI;
Sending the CP list to the VDI;
Request of the channel list to the EA;
Requesting of the CP list to the EA;
Requesting of a specific video flow to the EA, and forwarding it to the internal ffserver;
Requesting to the digital media server to add a content to the timetable;
Requesting to the digital media server to delete a content from the timetable.

Requests coming from the VDI are managed as described for the EA. More specifically, the PA
works as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Opens a socket at the port 50050
Requests the list of CPs and of its event timetable to the EA
Generates a configuration file for the ffserver
Iteratively:
a. Waits for incoming requests from the VDI
b. At each received request, creates a new thread to manage it

Each thread created at step 4.b performs as described in Appendix A.3.
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3.4.3 Virtual Decoder Interface (VDI) Implementation Details
The Virtual Decoder Interface represents a front-end server that is in charge of interfacing
with the User mobile app, where the User_Apps are running. It is an open-source software that
has been realized by using the Python microframework Flask. It handles all the RESTful
requests coming from the mobile User mobile app. The latter connects to it in order to perform
the following actions:






Requires the list of CPs
Requires the list of available channels for a selected CP
Requires a video channel to be watched by the Mobile Player in User mobile app
Requires a video channel to be watched by a DLNA Player
Manages the playout of a recorded video stream (start/ stop/pause/resume).

The VDI also interacts with both the DMC and the PA as it will be better explained in the next
sections. The following URL is used to send the request:
http://vdi_ip_address:vdi_port/Virtualdecoderinterface/Operation/idContentProvider
/?mobile=mobile&device=device
where:






vdi_ip_address is the IP address of the VDI machine;
vdi_port is the port where VDI is waiting for requests (the value 5000 is used);
mobile is used to indicate whether the request is performed by an app or not. In fact, in
the first case, it is sent only the answer; otherwise the whole html page is sent.
operation indicates the kind of operation to be done;
idContentProvider and device indicate the CP and the device where playing out the video
flow.

The web part is constituted by three pages only. They allow controlling the whole vSTB. The
Graphic User Interface (GUI) has been realized by using Bootstrap [4], a web framework based
on CSS, HTML, Javascript and JQuery.
The web pages are:




Index
Virtual decoder interface
Getchannel

3.4.4 Digital Media Server (DMS) Implementation Details
A customized Digital Media Server has been realized by using uShare [5], an open-source
server software with the aim of being fully compliant with DLNA/UPnP clients. The uShare
daemon serves media files (music, pictures, and video) to clients on a network. Examples of
client include applications such as Totem and Kodi, and devices such as portable media players,
smartphones, smart TVs, and gaming systems (such as PS4 and Xbox One). The DMS has been
developed in order to receive live streams directly from the Personal Acquirer, and exposing
them as stored files in the Personal Network. In this way, all the DLNA players connected to the
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Personal Network will be able to view both recorded files and live channels in the same way,
and select them from a list of DLNA-server available contents.
The part of the uShare library compliant with the DLNA standard has been not modified.
Some REST calls have been added to specify the URL of the ffserver running in the PA in order
to receive video stream.
The library ulfius has been used to implement the REST call mechanism. It is a web framework
allowing us to create web servers and web clients in C language, to use JSON, and to implement
security and authentication mechanisms on both the client and the server sides.
When the DMS is started, all the UPnP libraries needed to create a server are initialized. Then,
by ulfius, the web server is created, and two endpoints are inserted to allow adding and
removing contents.
Functions used to add endpoints are:
ulfius_add_endpoint_by_val(&server_inst,"GET","add","/source/:ip",
NULL,NULL,NULL,&callback_add_source,NULL);
ulfius_add_endpoint_by_val(&server_inst,"GET","rm","/source/:ip",
NULL,NULL,NULL,&callback_rm_source,NULL);
In this way, the PA can make a REST call to the following URL:
http://dms_ip:dms_port/add/source/url_video
When a source is added, the DMS connects to the PA providing it the video URL, and makes a
decoding operation to check whether the video standard is compliant with one of the supported
DLNA profiles. If this check is positive, this video is added to the list of available contents, and
the information that it is not a stored but a live video is saved. However, let us note that video
playout does not start until the first user request does not arrive.
The second call, on the other hand, determines the deletion of a content from the list of
available contents and stops the transmission to all the digital media players that are receiving
that content. In the current implementation, the choice of the content is done only from the
digital media player.
When a digital media player requests a video, uShare searches it on the list of available
contents. If the requested one is live, an ffmpeg instance is launched to issue a content request
to the Personal Acquirer. Then it sends the content to UShare through a buffer. A different buffer
is created for each user requesting the same content.
In order to manage the situation when the user abruptly breaks video playout without his
vSTB VDI, a timeout of ten seconds has been introduced: if no acks are received for a period of
ten seconds, buffer and ffmpeg are destroyed.
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3.4.5 Digital Media Controller (DMC) Implementation Details
The Digital Media Controller acts as a controller of UPnP devices. It is in charge of discovering
the DLNA players connected to the network and keeping the list of Digital Media Servers and
the related contents updated. There are several applications available for both mobile and
desktop environments, mainly developed in C++ or Java. These apps usually are based on two
API open source libraries, “Platinum UPnP” [6] e “Cling” [7]. Our implementation of DMC has
been realized in Java by exploiting the Cling library, which is particularly suitable for the
development of desktop and Android applications. It consists of two modules: Cling Core, to
discover DLNA devices and the exposed services/features; Cling Support, to manage the data
stream visualization on players.
The DMC receives the following requests from the VDI:





List of DLNA Players;
List of Digital Media Servers;
List of Contents of a DMS;
Play/Stop/Pause Content X on Player Y.

(a) Splash Screen
dell’applicazione
android.

(b) Main page of the
Android app.

(c) Virtual DLNA
remote controller.

(d) Exo player
integrated in the
Android app.

Figure 6: Android app sections.

3.4.6 Android App Implementation Details
We developed the User mobile app as a mobile Android client app with the purpose of testing
the platform functionalities. The mobile app has been developed in Android Studio v2.3 [8],
ensuring frontward compatibility with Android 5.0 (Lollipop). It allows Users to play live video
contents transmitted by CPs. Video transmission from CPs is based on the RTP protocol.
Users access content scheduling of each CP, so that they could choose to enjoy the streaming
of an event. If an event is not still started, the user can subscribe the intent to watch it. The app
will send a notification to the User a few minutes before the content streaming event starting
time as a reminder. Furthermore, through this mobile app, users are able to request recording
of a live event even if it is already started.
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Two libraries have been used:



Volley, an open source library implemented by Google that allows us to send HTTP
requests
Exoplayer, an open source video player implemented by Google that allows us to playout
both local and remote video flows.

This mobile app is composed by four sections:





The splash screen, shown in Figure 6.a. It contains a text box allowing us to specify the IP
address of the VDI
The main page, shown in Figure 6.b. It allows us to view the CP list and, for each CP, the
live video channels scheduled by it;
The Remote Controller, shown in Figure 6.c. It enables the view of a live channel directly
on a DLNA-compliant player located in the User’s Personal Network.
The Player, shown in Figure 6.d. In this section, it is possible to watch the requested live
channel.

3.4.7 Interaction among the vSTB Components
The sequence diagram of the interactions during the vSTB switch-on is shown in Figure 7,
while the specific messages are listed in Table 1. There we consider the example of only one CP,
and only one channel from that CP. Extensions to more complex cases are easy.

Figure 7: Sequence Diagram: interactions during the vSTB switch-on.
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Table 1: Message exchange during the vSTB switch-on phase.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

{"operation":"provider list"}
SQLalchemy database query, SELECT * FROM
ContentProviders
[{"name":providername1,"image":imageprovider1,"idprovi
der":idprovider1}]
{"operation":"channel list","idprovider":idprovider1}
SQLalchemy database query, SELECT * FROM Contents
WHERE idContentProvider=idprovider1
[{"name":channelname1,"image":imagechannel1,"idcontent
":idContent1,"startingtime":startime1,”length”:length1,”idC
ontentProvider”:idContentProvider1}]
{"operation":"provider list"}
[{"name":providername1,"image":imageprovider1,"idprovi
der":idprovider1}]
{"operation":"channel list","idprovider":idprovider1}
[{"name":channelname1,"image":imagechannel1,"idcontent
":idContent1,"startingtime":startime1,”length”:length1,”idC
ontentProvider”:idContentProvider1}]

Channel request to the EA
Searching on the content provider database
Answer to the PA with the channel list
Request of the timetables of the forthcoming events
by a content provider
Search on the timetable of the forthcoming events
by a content provider
Answer to the PA with the event list
Channel request to the PA
Request of the content provider 1 channel list
Answer with the channel list

Interactions during the steady-state behavior of the vSTB are shown in Figure 8 and listed in
Table 2.

Figure 8: Sequence Diagram: Interactions during the steady-state behavior of the vSTB.
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Table 2: Message exchange during the vSTB steady-state behaviour.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

http://vdi_ip:vdi_port/Virtualdecoderinterface/getProvide
Request of the list of content providers.
rs/?mobile=1
[{"name":providername1,"image":imageprovider1,"idprovi
Answer with the list of content providers.
der":idprovider1}],
http://vdi_ip:vdi_port/Virtualdecoderinterface/getChannel Request of the list of channels for each CP.
s/1/?mobile=1,
[{"name":channelname1,"image":imagechannel1,"idcontent Answer with the list of channels for each CP.
":idContent1,"startingtime":startime1,”length”:length1,”idC
ontentProvider”:idContentProvider1}],
http://vdi_ip:vdi_port/Virtualdecoderinterface/getStream/ Request of a video stream transmitted by a given
1/?mobile=1&&device=dlna,
content provider.
{"operation":"get
Request of a video stream issued to the PA.
stream","idContentProvider":idprovider1,"device":"dlna”},
Ffmpeg -i http://ea_ip_address:ea_port/providername1
Instruction to get a video from the EA ffserver, and
http://pa_ip_address:pa_port/feedprovider1.ffm, Ffmpeg
send it to the PA ffserver.
http://dms_ip:dms_port/add/source/url_video ,
Request to add a video to the DMS content list.
Transcoding of portion of a video flow to check if the video is compliant with the profile of at least one DLA profile.
DLNA content request to the DMS
Ffmpeg -i http://ea_ip_address:ea_port/providername1 Instructution done by the uShare to run ffmpeg
pipe ,
towards the Personal Acquirer, to receive a video
stream and create a buffer between the PA and the
DMS.
DLNA transmission getting the content from a buffer instead of from a memory buffer.

3.5 Personal Cloud Service Deployment Testbed
In the Deliverable D4.2, Section 4.4, we defined the main Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
parameters to evaluate performance of the vSTB, and compare it with a legacy hardware
implementation of a physical STB. More specifically, we defined:
1. network-related parameters, in terms of mean delay, packet delay variation, packet loss
rate, and throughput;
2. user-related parameters, in terms of Interaction Latency, Video Quality of Experience,
Out-of-Service events;
3. other parameters, as Energy consumption and Carbon footprint saving
The above-mentioned indicators directly affect the quality of experience perceived by the
end-user.
In this section, in order to evaluate the gain achieved by using the INPUT platform, we test
the vSTB service in two different scenarios with two different implementations. The first
scenario, labeled as Scenario 1, is realized by emulating the Telco Operator SDN/NFV network
by Mininet. The second scenario, labeled as Scenario 2, is realized in a Data Center using
Openstack. Some situations will be timely chosen to highlight the power of the INPUT platform
over a legacy approach.
Scenario 1 will be used to analyze performance of the implementation of each block of the
vSTB. In Scenario 2, on the other hand, a comparative analysis will be carried out with a legacy
approach realized by considering an identical service of live video streaming and video on
demand, where users receive live video from two remote Italian content providers (in the
following referred to as CP1 and CP2) and have the possibility of saving some received contents
to be played out later when they want.
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In Section 0, we describe an emulation of the target scenario, while Sections 0 and 0 will
present the performance analysis with some numerical results considering static and mobile
users, respectively.

3.5.1 Scenario 1
Network topology assumed for Scenario 1 is shown in Figure 9. We considered 1 content
provider that transmits more than one channel, 1 user, and 1 instance of vSTB. The Telco
Operator network has been realized by using Mininet. In the considered topology, the core
network is constituted by 4 nodes fully linked to each other, while each other node, identified
with the suffix CPE, is connected to only one core network node. Service_Apps are run on the
internal nodes, while users and content providers are connected to the CPE nodes.

Figure 9: Network topology considered in Scenario 1.

In order to create virtual machines inside Mininet, we have used KVM. It is an infrastructure
that allows us to virtualize the operating system kernel transforming it in a hypervisor whose
task is managing virtual machine lifecycle. In order to increase the achieved performance, we
have also installed QEMU, another hypervisor that receives the hardware resources by KVM.
The SDN Controller has been realized with OpenDaylight, version Hydrogen. To be able to
insert new virtual machines when Mininet is running, we have used the Linux libraries bridgeutils and bridge-core to create four bridges inside the physical machine, one for each core node
(see Figure 9).
As shown in Figure 10, it has been realized by using the following material:



2 INTEL NUC miniPC, one used to run Mininet, that is, to simulate the network and
launching the Edge Acquirer Service_App, while the other to run an instance of the vSTB.
2 All-in-one MSI personal computers, one to behave as DLNA client, and one to perform
monitoring for the traffic at the output of the Personal Acquirer.
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1 laptop with Intel I5 processor and 4 GByte of RAM, to work as content provider
1 Samsung S5 smartphone for the remote control of the vSTB
1 Dlink WiFi router to create the WiFi access point for the smartphone

Figure 10: Physical implementation of Scenario 1.

The blocks PC1 and PC2 are the two Intel NUCs. Two virtual machines have been created
inside PC2, one containing the VDI and the other containing the DMS and the Personal Acquirer.
In order to measure traffic from PC4, the Personal Acquirer can be set to send a copy of its
traffic to PC4.
PC5 is an MSI computer running VLC to behave as the DLNA player.
PC3 is the laptop working as content provider.
Performance analysis in Scenario 1
In Scenario 1 different measurements have been carried out, for both the service chains
shown in Figure 1. In order to determine the impact of the background computational load of
each host, we used the Linux stress tool with the two options “cpu” and “io”. The first option,
that can be run as " -c, --cpu N spawn N workers spinning on sqrt()\n", runs N parallel threads
that perform mathematical calculation of the sqrt() function. Instead, the second option has
been used to generate a medium level of computational load.
The following nine analyses have been realized:
1. No background computational load on the physical machines:
a. Playout on a DLNA player
b. Playout on a smartphone
c. Playout on both a DLNA player and a smartphone
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2. Medium computational load on the physical machines, realized by the “io” option:
a. Playout on a DLNA player
b. Playout on a smartphone
c. Playout on both a DLNA player and a smartphone
3. High computational load on the physical machines, realized by the “cpu” option:
a. Playout on a DLNA player
b. Playout on a smartphone
c. Playout on both a DLNA player and a smartphone
Results are summarized in Table 3 and
Table 4 for the main elements of a vSTB.

Table 3: End-to-End Delay to cross the Personal Acquirer.

Low load –
Playout on the
Smartphone
Minimum Delay [ms]
Maximum Delay [ms]
Mean Delay [ms]

0,137
11,276
1,275709

Low load –
Playout on the
both DLNA
Player and
Smartphone
0,139
14,9
1,498713

Medium load –
Playout on the
Smartphone

0,164
13,357
1,273197

Medium load –
Playout on the
both DLNA
Player and
Smartphone
0,164
15,691
1,444933

Table 4: End-to-End Delay to cross the Edge Acquirer.

Minimum Delay [ms]
Maximum Delay [ms]
Mean Delay [ms]

Low load
0,003664
0,121651
0,026977431

Medium Load
0,003697
0,098809
0,031921149
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3.5.2 Scenario 2
The analyzed scenario is shown in Figure 11. The INPUT network infrastructure is
constituted by 7 NFVI-PoP nodes, 4 edge nodes close to the users, and 3 nodes for connection
to the external Internet. 200 users populate the network; specifically, 50 of their homes are
connected to each edge node, and users of each one generate an aggregate flow, whose trace
has been randomly chosen from one of the real traces available in [9], with average bit rates
ranging from 10 Mbit/s to 30 Mbit/s. 24 users have activated the vSTB service; specifically,
their homes are distributed to the 4 edge nodes, i.e. 6 user home networks for each edge node.

Figure 11: Target scenario.

Without losing in generality, in the following we will focus on one of these last users, whose
home network is connected to the edge node E1. A 4G base station is connected to the same
edge node to cover an area around the user’s home. Moreover, we assume that the edge node
E2 is very close to E1, with a network latency of about 20 ms, while the edge node E4 is some
thousand kilometers away, with a network latency from the edge node E2 of about 150 ms. The
vHG of the considered user runs on the node N1, as well as the vSTB at the beginning of our
analysis, i.e. when the user is still at home. Each NFVI-PoP node is realized with a DELL
PowerEdge R630 server with dual processor Intel Xeon E5-2630L and 384 GB of RAM.
OpenStack Ocata and KVM Hypervisor are installed over Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. The VM
configurations used to run the vSTB components are listed in Table 5.
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Table 5: VM Configuration for the vSTB Component.
VM
VDI
DMS
PA
EA
ES

CPU
2
8
8
8
2

RAM
2 GB
16 GB
16 GB
16 GB
4 GB

Disk
20 GB
20 GB
20 GB
20 GB
1000 GB

In Section “Performance Analysis for static users at home”, where we will focus on a user at
home, we will consider the service chain of the action “Watching a content on DLNA Player”,
shown in Figure 4.a, while the service chain of the action “Watching a content on a mobile
device”, shown in Figure 4.b, will be considered in Section “Performance Analysis for users in
mobility” to analyze performance when the user is in mobility.
In order to realize the scenario shown in Figure 11, we connected the real NFVI-PoP nodes
described so far with links that introduce the delays shown in the figure, expressed in ms,
achieved by using VMs running the Linux Traffic Control tool, timely configured.
In our analysis, we evaluate three different ways to access and use the vSTB: a) vSTB
configuration, achieved by interacting with the Virtual Decoder Interface only; b) watching a
live video stream transmitted from a remote content provider, both CP1 and CP2; in this
scenario, we will consider that the user performs channel surfing jumping from a live channel
to another one; c) playout of a pre-recorded event; in this case, we will consider that the user
performs the action of time jumping on the seek bar to change the playout instant of the movie
being watched. In the second and third cases, some frames sent by the content provider during
the channel variation period can be lost, causing a QoE degradation while waiting for the new
video flow.
Interaction latency, frame rate reduction and lag time during channel surfing and time
jumping on the seek bar will be considered as KPIs. Two important aspects that we will analyze
are the impact of the position of the Service_Apps in the network in respect to the current
position of the user, and the migration of the Service_Apps to be run as close to the user as
possible. To this purpose, we will start by considering all the Service_Apps composing the vSTB
chain concentrated in the same node N1. Then, in Section 0, when the user changes access point,
we will migrate, one by one, all the vSTB components towards the closest INPUT platform node
to the user.
Performance Analysis for static users at home
In this section, we focus on a user that accesses the vSTB service at home, and present results
related to the frame rate reduction and time lag during channel surfing and time jumping on
the seek bar.
As a first step, we counted the number of hops between the user and the two content
providers, CP1 and CP2. Figure 12 compares these distances with the distance from the vSTB
instance that runs on the N1 node, which is the closest NFVI-PoP node of the INPUT network
platform. Moreover, in order to better understand numerical results presented in the sequel,
Figure 13 shows the end-to-end delays measured between the user client device and the two
CPs, compared with the delay from the vSTB installed on the N1 node. Of course, this last graph
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is strictly related to the distances shown in Figure 12, but also accounts for the delay
performance of the underlying network.

Figure 12: Distance between the smart device at
user’s home and the video server.

Figure 13: End-to-end latency from the CPs and
from the vSTB.

In Figure 14.a we reported the frame rate reduction due to channel surfing, measured against
the mean time interval between two consecutive surfing events. We can observe that the INPUT
approach clearly outperforms the legacy one in both cases of CP1 and CP2, providing users with
the feeling of having a physical STB ahead in the same room. This is achieved owing to the fact
that in the INPUT infrastructure, during channel surfing, channels are all available at a very
close Edge Acquirer. On the contrary, without the INPUT facilities, users should connect to the
content providers directly to request each required channel, and therefore they experience a
higher delay that does not allow them a user-friendly channel surfing. An additional advantage
is received by the underlying network because, with the INPUT approach, each flow is
replicated for each client by the closest Edge Streamer, rather than by the content providers,
making the platform scalable with the number of users.

(a) Channel Surfing events during live video
streaming.

b) Time-jumping events on the seek bar during a
video on demand service.

Figure 14: Frame rate degradation vs. the interval between two consecutive surfing events.

Figure 14.b presents the same performance metric in the case of time jumping on the seek
bar, defined as a change of the current playback instant during on-demand video streaming. In
addition, in this case, the INPUT approach presents better performance, since recorded events
are stored inside the network, close to the users, while in the legacy approach the only way for
the over-the-top content providers to store contents is on a remote cloud.
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The second benchmark regards time lag, defined as the percentage of time the user is unable
to view media contents, in both cases considered so far, that is, channel surfing and time
jumping on the seek bar of a recorded event. To this purpose, Figure 15 shows the percentage
of time lag against the time duration of the channel surfing interval and the interval between
two time-jumping events on the seek bar, comparing the legacy case to the case when the INPUT
approach is applied. From the presented results, we can observe not only the gain achieved by
using the INPUT platform, but also the fact that the measured parameters are almost constant,
given that they depend on the round-trip delay from the closest Edge Acquirer, whereas they
are strongly variable for the legacy streaming from remote content providers.

(a) Channel Surfing events during live video
streaming.

b) Time-jumping events on the seek bar during a
video on demand service.

Figure 15: Percentage of service unavailability.

Performance Analysis for users in mobility
Let us now present results, in terms of interaction latency, while users change their Internet
access point when they are in mobility. To this purpose, we focus on a user that begins to receive
a vSTB service from the user’s smartphone when at home. Then, the user leaves home for travel,
moving towards the city airport; here, the smartphone is turned off, and remains in that state
for the whole duration of the flight. Once arrived at the destination, the user switches on the
smartphone again, and recommences to receive the vSTB service. More specifically, we
highlight the following four situations: 1) the user is connected to the user’s home LAN through
the home WiFi (User Position P1); 2) when the user leaves home, the network is accessed
through some 4G base station connected to the same edge node of the user’s home (User
Position P2); when the user is far from home, along the route towards the airport, the user
accesses the network through some 4G base station connected to edge nodes different from E1,
but close to it (User Position P3); 4) when the user lands at the destination airport, the network
is accessed through some 4G base station connected to edge nodes, e.g. E4, very far from the
previous ones.
In order to evaluate the interaction latency with the vSTB service, the analyzed benchmarks
regard: 1) the interaction with the VDI for vSTB configuration; 2) channel surfing, achieved by
changing channel; 3) time jumping on the seek bar, obtained by changing the playout instant.
To this purpose, by using Wireshark, we measured the time occurred between the transmission
of the first packet sent by the smartphone to start the action, and the last packet received by
the smartphone reporting the successful action completion. In the presented analysis, the same
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action has been repeated for twenty times in order to estimate the mean value and the standard
deviation of the latencies during the total measurement periods.
The measured interaction latencies are sketched in Figure 16, where we highlighted the timevariant user position (P1, P2, P3 and P4), and the position variation instants (t1, t2 and t3).

(a) vSTB Configuration.

(b) Channel Surfing.

(c) Time jumping on the seek bar.
Figure 16: Result overview for the case of mobile users.

Numerical results are listed in Table 6 and Table 7. More specifically, the mean latencies
experienced during configuration of the vSTB, channel surfing and time jumping on the seek
bar are presented in Table 6 together with 95% confidence interval, each calculated for all
possible positions of the user in the scenario shown in Figure 11, before and after migration of
the involved Service_Apps. Likewise, Table 7 presents results in terms of duration of migration
of the relevant Service_Apps.
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Table 6: Numerical Results for the case of mobile users.
User position

Latency Mean
Value [ms]

95% Confidence
Interval [ms]

P1

8.62

2.32

P2
P3 before VDI
migr. from N1
P3 after VDI migr.
from N1
P4 before VDI
migr. from N3
P4 after VDI migr.
from N3

8.46

2.54

52.37

55.35

8.20

2.41

227.44

0.22

8.39

2.37

User position

Latency
Mean Value
[s]
1.16

95% Confidence
Interval [s]

P2
P3 before migrations from
N1
P3 after VDI+DMS migration

1.19

0.52

1.30

0.57

1.28

0.56

P3 after VDI+DMS+PA migr.
P3 after migration
completed
P4 before migrations from
N3
P4 after VDI+DMS migration

1.27

0.56

1.18

0.52

1.43

0.63

1.27

0.56

P4 after VDI+DMS+PA migr.
P4 after migration
completed

1.26

0.55

1.17

0.51

P1

(a) vSTB Configuration Latency.
User position

0.51

(b) Channel Surfing Latency.
Latency Mean
Value [ms]

95% Confidence
Interval [ms]

P1

1.03

0.26

P2
P3 before saved-content
migration from N1
P3 after saved-content
migration
P3 before migrations from
N3
P3 after saved-content
migration

1.54

0.38

41.52

0.22

1.31

0.21

302.65

0.24

1.20

0.22

(c) Latency due to time jumping on the seek bar.

With the aim of analyzing the impact of the Service_App placement, in the same Figure 16, we
highlighted the time instants when we migrated the Virtual Decoder Interface (Mi-VDI instant),
the Digital Media Server (Mi-DMS instant), and the Personal Acquirer (Mi-VDI instant) to the
node that is the closest to the current user position. Of course, the Edge Acquirer and the Edge
Storage are not migrated to follow the user, because shared with other users. Instead, when the
PA migration is complete, it is chained with the local Edge Acquirer running on the destination
node of the migration. An additional migration considered to have some performance
improvement regarding the playout of a pre-recorded event is related to the transfer of the file
containing it, from the previous Edge Storage to the one running on the node where the vSTB
chains have been migrated. In Figure 16 it is labeled as Mi-SaCont (migration of a saved
content).
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Table 7: Duration of vSTB Component Migration [s].
From P1 to P3
Migration duration of:

Mean Value [s]

VDI

35.65

95% Confidence
Interval [s]
15.62

DMS

90.90

39.84

PA

133.75

58.62

Saved Content

33.70

14.77

From P3 to P4
Migration duration of:

Mean Value [s]

VDI

136.80

95% Confidence
Interval [s]
59.96

DMS

481.15

210.87

PA

690.55

302.65

Saved Content

299.25

131.15

As we can observe in Figure 16, user position variations occurred at the instants t2 and t3
determine worsening of all the three interaction latencies, which are restored to the initial low
values only after migrating some vSTB components. More specifically, as expected, vSTB
configuration latency is reduced after migration of the VDI (at the instants t2,a2 and t3,b2),
channel surfing latency is reduced after migration of the PA (at the instants t2,c2 and t3,d2), while
latency due to time jumping on the seek bar is reduced after migration of the saved content to
the Edge Acquirer running on the closest node to the new user position (at the instants t2,e2 and
t3,f2). Gray areas indicate the VM migration periods, whose durations, of course, depend on their
hardware configuration.
Figure 16 also presents a comparison with the channel surfing latency and the latency due to
time jumping on the seek bar experienced in the legacy approach case, for both the CP1 and
CP2 content providers. We can observe that latencies experienced through the INPUT approach
are lower than in the legacy case for almost the totality of time. The contrary can occur only
when a user switches on the vSTB service when accessing the Internet from an edge node that
is very far from the geographical area where the same service was used the last time; if this is
the case, it happens only during the short transient periods when the vSTB components are not
fully migrated close to the user. Instead, if the user changes access point moving along
contiguous geographical areas (movements from P1 to P2, and from P2 to P3 in Figure 11), the
vSTB follows the user providing constant and very good performance.
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4 Personal Cloud Services Implementation for “Virtualization
of IoT Services in a Home Management System: Virtual
Collector Device”
4.1 Personal Cloud Service Overview
The main objective of this part of the INPUT project is to achieve a personal cloud network
per user. Every piece of data that a sensor is collecting for a user has to be easily retrieved from
cloud resources, taking into account essential aspects as security and reliability, that is why the
idea of a personal network was born. Taking advantage from the edge computing concept, a set
of services will be deployed in different testbeds in order to ensure the communication of the
user with his/her devices. An overview of the realised approach is depicted at Figure 17:

Figure 17: Virtualization of IoT Services.

In this infrastructure, the user has a set of IoT Sensors (Smart Spots1) than collect information
form the environment. This information is stored and can be accessed by the User Historical
Data cache (HDC) that receives the information form the Virtual Objects (VO). These two micro
services are going to be described in detail in the following paragraphs.

4.2 Virtual Object Personal Cloud Service
The VO has been developed to replace the hardware of IoT physical devices with cloudpowered “virtual image” supporting the constant evolution of cloud services.
We already described the Virtual Object (VO) service generally in the previous deliverables
(D4.1 and D4.2) as a Smart device as a Service (SDaaS), developed as a Google App Engine (GAE)
application supported by CapeDwarf Platform as a Service software. Here we are going to
introduce its resource architecture, API’s and the Leshan-Proxy. The PaaS instance hosting VOs
and the related Leshan-Proxy are hosted in the same virtual machine.

1

Smart Spot - http://smartcities.hopu.eu/smart-spot.html
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4.2.1 Virtual Object models
According to OMA-LwM2M device specification2, we modelled 4 different datastore entity
models to define the physical device; Device, Object, Resource, Value. They follow the semantic
definition of LwM2M objects of OMA-LwM2M and adopted also by IPSO Alliance. In order to
create the same structure into the GAE application, the VO, the entities (Object, Resource, Value)
are all related by Ancestor relationship except for the Device model. Such relationship link a
model to its parent, the ancestor.
The created datastore ancestor relationships allows to query data by three different level:
Object, Resource, Value. For instance, query data by Object means query all the values of all
resources child of that object which satisfy the query. This solution gives more scalability to the
query that VO can offer to services.
The following models are defined:




Device Model: it contains general data about the physical device;
Object Model: it represents each object instance contained by the device, like a
temperature sensor, location, connectivity statistics, etc.;
Resource Model: it represents a resource of an object instance, like the unit of
measurement used by sensor, the value, max registered value, etc. Each resource is linked
in the datastore to its object by an ancestor connection.

4.2.2 Value Model: it represents a single resource value and it is related with
the resource by a parental connection to Virtual Object Interfaces
One of the aims of VO was to serve all the Services that need device’s data in a transparent
way with respect to the chosen protocol, OMA-LwM2M. This means provide all the OMALwM2M APIs plus new APIs which protect the physical device from unnecessary query, like
multi request for the same data that can be already stored in the VO.
So, the requests that actually can be managed by the VO APIs are compliant with OMALwM2M Technical Specification3 and are:
1. REGISTRATION: The VO receives an OMA registration packet from the device through
the Leshan-proxy by a HTTP POST. This packet data describes the device with general
information like name, address, and, moreover, it contains the list of OMA-LwM2M
objects owned by the device. Consequently, the VO populates its device model of the
registering client and, according to the registration packet, it creates the objects and
resources models.
2. UPDATE: The VO receives an update packet from the device by a HTTP POST. It updates
the "lastupdate" field in the device model and check if all the objects are still present in
the device, if not, it delete the object and its resources from the VO (it doesn’t delete the
already stored values), otherwise, it add objects to the device if we have new ones.
3. NOTIFICATION: VO receives a notification packet from the device by a HTTP POST. The
notification packet contains value/s related to one or more resources. Usually it is a
consequence of an observation on a resource or an object instance.

OMA Lightweight M2M Resource Model, Joaquin Prado (jprado@omaorg.org) – OMA Technical Director
Lightweight Machine to Machine Technical Specification, Approved Version 1.0 – 08 Feb 2017, © 2017 Open
Mobile Alliance All Rights Reserved.
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4. READ: VO receives a READ request from an application that wants to read a resource, or
an object instance, or object value by a HTTP GET. The VO can manage two different kind
of READ request. One is a real-time request in order to get an updated value, the other
one is a request to the last value stored by the VO. All depends on which kind of data the
application needs, in the first case the request is forwarded directly to the device in order
to update data to the value.
5. WRITE: VO receives a WRITE request from an application that wants to over-write a
value or more values into a specific resource or object instance. The VO forward the
request to the device and store the value.
6. EXECUTE: The request is received from an application by a HTTP POST and forwarded
to the device. Such command works like a button that execute a specific pre-programmed
action.
7. OBSERVE: The VO receives the OBSERVE request from an application by a HTTP POST in
order to observe a resource, or an object instance, or an object. Observe means that the
application has to receive a notification each time the observed resource/object change
value. When an entity is under observation, the observer is registered in a list. This list
is used by the VO to notify the application about the new value coming from the observed
entity. In such a way, a new observer for the same entity will be added to the list without
the need to forward a new OBSERVE request to the device. This is an important energy
saving process for the device which will reply only to one observation instead of many
and, furthermore, it saves traffic in the network.
8. DELETE: The VO receives a DELETE request from an application by a HTTP DELETE. This
functionality is used to delete an observation or delete an object instance. In the second
case the request is directly forwarded to the device. The VO will delete the instance when
it will receives the next UPDATE package from the device.
9. BIND: The VO receive a Post to update its value of the proxy address.
All these interfaces are functional for the VO job and can be extend with new ones in case of
new requirement from applications.

4.2.3 The Leshan-proxy
The HTTP-CoAP proxy for OMA-LwM2m has been developed starting from the Leshan Eclipse
project4. It communicates with the OMA-LwM2M devices by CoAP and redirects the traffic of a
specific OMA-device to the bound VO by HTTP and vice versa. The binding process has been
provided of a dedicated API that has to be used at first proxy instantiation.

4

http://www.eclipse.org/leshan/
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Figure 18: Leshan Proxy Architectural Position.

4.3 Historical Data Cache (Virtual Collector Device) Personal Cloud
Service
The main aim of this web service is to provide a REST API for data storage and consulting for
OMA-LwM2M resource data. It has been developed as a web service running into a VM
container so it can be used with any device with Internet access and a web browser and can be
deployed using a virtualization tool like Docker or Open Volcano. It counts with a database that
can be consulted through by the REST API the service provides. It has been developed for
integration with the Virtual Object (VO) exposed in the deliverable D4.1.
Nevertheless, the HDC web service is independent from the VO API and its enriched APIs.
Because of that, a new micro-service called Virtual Object Data REST Manager (VODRM) has
been developed; it counts with a database to store the relation between each VO and its Physical
device, so it can work with many VOs at the same time. Since the Virtual Object (VO) is
implemented following the OMA-LwM2M protocol, the implementation of the relationship
between both services have been easy and as a result we have a scalable solution that follows a
standard. So the communication is performed with this micro service VODRM as a bridge,
conforming a fully distributed and enriched.
As a simple example, we cloud want to perform a GET petition to a OMA-LeM2M resource
from a IoT Sensor, the information path would be as in the following figure:
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Here below we present a deeper view of the new micro service (VODRM).
We have talked above about its possibilities; for an easier use of the application by the user
in the Personal Network, from HOP Ubiquitous we have also developed a web graphic interface
with all the functionalities that the user will require for IOT devices in his personal network. As
a web application, it can be used from any device with an internet browser (smart phones,
tablets, PCs, …).
So, the actions that actually can be managed by the VODRM APIs that are consistent with the
VO OMA specification5 and included in the web app are:







ADD DEVICE: The VODRM service will receive a POST request from the user that will be
carrying the endpoint name of the new device. The service will be in charge to manage
the available VOs that can be assigned to the new device and sending the binding request
t the leshan proxy. So this process is fully automatic.
GET EVENTS BY ENDPOINT: The VODRM can provide data about the events registered
from the VO about the physical device status. So The user can have a complete report
about the device and know when is working or not.
GET VALUES BY ENDPOINT: The VODRM can provide data about the object, instances
and resource values received from the VO about the physical device. So The user can have
a complete historical data report about the values that his/her sensors are registering.
This data is presented with charts in order to provide a full descriptive overview.
RESOURCE OBSERVATION: The VODRM will receive a POST request carrying the data
about which resource the user wants to observe. It will storage the submitted observer

Lightweight Machine to Machine Technical Specification, Approved Version 1.0 – 08 Feb 2017, © 2017 Open
Mobile Alliance All Rights Reserved.
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in its database and will forward the petition to the pertinent VO depending on the device
endpoint.
Instance OBSERVATION: The VODRM will receive a POST request carrying the data about
which instance the user wants to observe. It will storage the submitted observer in its
database and will forward the petition to the pertinent VO depending ob the device
endpoint.
DELETE OBSERVATION: The VODRM will receive a DELETE request carrying the data
about which observer the user wants to delete. It will forward this petition to the
pertinent VO depending on the device endpoint. The VO will stop forwarding information
about the resource or instance the deleted observation was about.
device OBSERVATIONS: The VODRM will receive a GET request with the endpoint of the
device the user wants to retrieve the observer’s data about. And will reply with the
observer’s description information.
write Instance: The user will be able to write in a OMA LwM2M device instance. The
VODRM will forward this petition to the VO that will be in charge to notify the OMA
device.
write Resource: The user will be able to write in a OMA LwM2M device resource. The
VODRM will forward this petition to the VO that will be in charge to notify the OMA
device.

In the next figure, an overview of the dashboard is presented:

Taking the figure into account we can explain the different possibilities that the user has.
In the left part the user can see a simple list with every device that she/he has in the personal
network. By clicking on one of them, two data tables are displayed with a graphic chart
included. This shows the historical data for a concrete OMA resource and the clicked device. In
the example we can see two, one for the temperature sensor value in the HOP Ubiquitous Smart
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SPOT and another for the humidity one. The dashboard allows the user to switch the resources
showed in the table in order to display information about another one.

At the left bottom, there is a small window for retrieving data in real time about the OMA
resources that our device is managing, and also for writing values to the device, in the way the
OMA protocol establishes.

At the right top, we can see a button for device adding. The user only has to provide the
endpoint name of the new device and the backend will be in charge of sending the binding
request and assign a new Virtual Object (VO) to the new device.
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There is also a feature for setting observers on resources of interest. If we do so, the VODRM
will send an observer request to the Virtual Object (VO), and it will be sending periodical
information about the resource the user set the observer.

As it can be seen, a fully complete and scalable IOT device dashboard is provided. And as it
can be seen in the left bottom, a simple window for performance measure data visualization
have been included, currently we only have the Round Trip delay Time mean taking the data in
every request that the user performs, but more parameters could be included in the future.
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4.4 Integration of INPUT Interfaces and APIs
CapeDwarf, our PaaS, offers three different approaches to configure and manage services: a
web interface, a command line client and a set of XML configuration files. Regardless of the
approach you choose, the configuration is always synchronized across the different views and
finally persisted to the XML files.
The XML configuration files are used for start-up settings and then they will be not modified
anymore directly but only using web interfaces or command line client.
The Command Line Interface (CLI) is a management tool for a managed domain or standalone
server. It allows a user to connect to the server and execute management operations available
through the de-typed management model.
The CLI can also be run in non-interactive mode to support scripts and other types of
command line or batch processing. The --command and --commands arguments can be used to
pass a command or a list of commands to execute. Additionally a --file argument enables CLI
commands to be provided from a text file.
For instance, the following command can be used to list all the current deployments (VOs):
$ --connect --commands=ls deployment
The output can be combined with other shell commands for further processing, for example
to find out what .war 6files are deployed:
$ --connect --commands=ls deployment | grep war
Other monitor functions are:









Server State;
Memory usage;
Runtime resources;
Thread information;
Server environment details;
Runtime Statistics of Http Connector of web subsystem;
Deployment status of applications;
And more…

Furthermore, the PaaS provides CLI commands even for management operations like:




Reload Instance;
Deploy Application (VO);
Remove Application (VO).

All such operations allow to control the instance parameters and consequently the VOs. Some
of such controls have been integrated in the Open Volcano platform at different levels for
monitoring and management operations.

6

.war file is the format used to deploy an Application, like VO, into a Capedwarf instance.
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4.5 Testbed extension for Mobility Support
The deployed infrastructure will be able to support use cases that implies mobility and the
whole deployment will take advantage of the VM mobility that Open Volcano provides.
Speaking about our current use case, with the current infrastructure where our core services
are the Virtual Object (VO), the VODRM storing information about the collection of VOs that the
user has in the personal network and interacting with them in order to get data and store it in
the HDC using the OMA LwM2M protocol this means that the deployment orchestrator system
will be able to migrate each required service APP to a different point of presence of the
personal network, taking into account criteria related to the proximity of services and physical
position of user and/or sensors, in order to be connected to the best network node of the
infrastructure.
A mobility use case is described, where the user will have a sensor in his/her personal
network, that is in mobility. The user will carry a HOP Ubiquitous Smart SPOT in his/her car, a
sensor that will be monitoring temperature and humidity inside/outside the car. Thereby, the
sensor will be in constant movement. The open volcano orchestrator will notice it, and will
instantiate the personal services, according to the proximity classes that are defined and
represent the maximum distance allowed between Virtual Network Functions (VNF). The Open
Volcano proximity monitoring orchestrator system will be the one in charge to ensure that the
connection and data collection will be able to be performed with no delay, so the user will not
notice that a service changed its deployment position.

4.6 Benefits of the INPUT Architecture in the Virtual Collector Device
Use Case
As we have said before, according to the specification provided by the proximity class that
represents the maximum allowed distance between VNF, a Service app may be deployed in the
nearest point of presence of the personal network. This way, the Virtual Collector Device use
case brings a set of benefits in security, performance and quality of experience
We can take a deeper look in the following lines:





Quality of Experience (QoE) and Quality of service (QoS): It enhances the quality of
experience (especially in terms of latency) for services, such as data visualization.
Dynamic resource allocation (device virtualization capabilities): The IoT is composed by
sensors/actuators constrained in terms of communications capabilities (bandwidth),
autonomy (battery lifetime), processing capabilities (limited computational capacity).
The VO reduces the sensors complexity and communications with the provisioning of the
sensor as a Smart Device as a Service (SDaaS). At the same time, the Historical Data Cache
extends the storage capacity of the real device. These capabilities and benefits will be also
exploited in the coming mobility scenario through the re-allocation functionality.
Higher Security & privacy: The possibility of uncontrolled access to the devices is
reduced, since every service is deployed within the personal network of the user, and the
presence of the Virtual Object (VO) implies that all the connections are between IOT
services and physical devices, are managed by it, that reduces the possibility of a
successful DoS attack. Moreover, making smaller the route that a data package has to take
to reach a destination we are reducing the possibility of a sniffing or man in de middle
attack. The data will be more difficult to intercept.
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Better Performance & traffic reduction (Scalability): Using proximity reallocation
services we can reduce the number of network hops sending a set of packages, the
number of host that will have to process and redirect that information will be smaller
and we will get a better Round trip delay time (RTT), which means a better and faster
performance. It also reduces the traffic to/from the cloud (data aggregation), at the same
time that it offers the opportunity to synchronize data to/from the cloud in off-topic
hours.

4.7 Performance evaluation (Key Performance Indicators)
4.7.1 Performance in IOT Demo workflow
The services that have been described before: Virtual Object (VO), VODRM and Historical
Data Cache, have been tested in the open Volcano environment and taking into account the KPIs
described in the deliverable 4.2.
The deployed environment is:



InputCD VM: With VO running inside.
InputHDC: With the VODRM and HDC running inside.

Physical devices used:


HOP Ubiquitous Smart SPOT.

In order to have an overview and an idea about how the services are performing inside the
VMs, how they are improving the usual concept taking advantage and benefits of the proximity
monitoring classes, that are defined by the project, we have performed a stress test. This stress
test consists of 200 requests to the device from the user app with a short time between them.
Retrieving data in real time 200 times from a physical device and within the personal network.
Taking into account the information flow, we have experimented on these two situations:
Test
End to end: physical device  VO
End to end: physical device 
User dashboard (HDC)

Latency(mean)
< 1000 ms
(average 667 ms,
maximum 852 ms)
<1500ms
(average 928 ms,
maximum 1128 ms)

#Hops
1
2

The first thing that we have to focus on, is that the system is working giving the values to the
user in an acceptable time. And the second one is that with these two averages, we can extract
the total latency average within services in the personal network:
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒(𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 → 𝑉𝑂 → 𝐻𝐷𝐶) − 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒(𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 → 𝑉𝑂) = 928 − 852
= 261 𝑚𝑠
We can conclude that in a stress test, the personal network infrastructure is performing really
good with the Software Services deployed within. The part that is introducing a delay is the
hardware one, as a result of the work that is done in the small physical device. But this is not a
problem, because the system is built with the OMA standard and is scalable, being compatible
with any OMA LwM2M device. Thus, the Personal IOT network can be upgraded with better
devices anytime.
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4.7.2 Mathematic Model for Energy Saving produced in the physical device
using VO
In this sub-paragraph we propose a model to describe the convenience of virtualization from
an energetic point of view based on the number of requests, which the physical device spares
to answer. We can use the formula already applied in D4.1 for Operational Carbon Footprint
(OCF) for the single IoT device on the span of 1 year: OCF 1y(ts, ta,tc ) = 24 ∗ 365 ∗ (ts φs + ta φa
+ tc φc ) ∗ F
In our Model we focus on tc and φc. φc is the communication power consumption of the IoT
device during communication time, tc, is the time spent communicating during an hour of device
life and it is related to the number of transmissions supported by the physical device during the
considered period. So that, we can decompose tc in the number of communication per average
time of single communication (tavg): tc = n tavg .
So, Energy consumption during communication is: Ec = tc φc = n tavg φc where eevg =tavg φc ;
average energy consumption for 1 communication.
It’s easy to understand that if we are able to reduce n we can reduce the amount of energy
consumption of the physical device (PD) and extend its autonomous life.
We can assume that n is composed by the number of control messages (ncm) plus the number
of information reporting messages (nim).
n = ncm + nim
Control messages are necessary and we assume they cannot be reduced, whereas nim can be.
One of VO’s features is exactly the capability to reduce the direct accesses to the PD. This is
accomplished (i) by replying to the data consumer requests using the last value stored in its
datastore or (ii) by grouping multiple requests/replies of the same data.
From a mathematical point of view, if requests from a wide set of sources arrive
independently of each another, then it is reasonable to assume that the number of received
requests obeys a Poisson distribution. Consequently, we can use the Poisson distribution
formula to describe the arrivals (k) of consumer’s requests of data.
Let suppose that we have a number of consumers (c) and each consumer produces a request
with an average rate λ. According to Poisson, λ of each consumer are independently of each
other and the total rate of arrivals λ (requests) is:
λtot=Σic λ i
One more time, for Poisson, the expected value of requests is still equal to λ:
E(X)=E{K(t)}= ∑ 𝑘

𝜆𝑘
𝑘!

𝜆𝑘−1

𝑒 −𝜆 = 𝜆 𝑒 −𝜆 ∑ (𝑘−1)! = 𝜆

Hence, the number of arrivals n in a time t (in our case, t is 1 hour) is equal to:
nim = λ
So,
Ec = n tavg φc= (ncm+ λ ) eevg
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If we assume that control message are fixed,
Ec= Ecm+ λ eevg
In the INPUT IoT use case, in order to reduce the communication messages of the physical
device, the requests are addressed to the VO that replies to the consumer with the last value
stored in its datastore. In order to ensure the freshness of the data within a certain limit, we can
assume that VO periodically updates the value sending a request to the PD. Such a rate (μ)
generates a Geometric distribution of the requests from the VO to the PD. Hence, in a predefined
time t (1 hour), we have:
nim = μ
Thus, the Ec consumed by the PD is now:
Ec= Ecm+ μ eevg

This means that, if the system allows to fix a freshness or an alternative logical process, so
that μ< λ , the PD inside the INPUT IoT environment will save an amount of energy (Es) equal
to:
Es=( λ – μ) eevg
Finally, considering that INPUT does not require any specific effort for devices, physical
devices inside the IoT use case will consume less energy and their battery life will be extended
thanks to the virtualization.
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5 Conclusions
This deliverable summarizes the activities related to the work realised towards the
implementation of the Personal Cloud Services and integration with the INPUT platform, along
with work in progress towards the performance evaluation of the set of mechanisms provided
by the INPUT platform.
Following the description of the INPUT use cases in D4.2, this deliverable provided a set of
updates in the development of the various personal services along with an initial set of
performance evaluations results, based on evaluation scenarios realised within the INPUT
testbeds. The two use cases considered regard the virtualization of home multimedia devices
and the virtualization of a home management system in the contest of smart home applications
(Internet of Things). For both the use-cases, the INPUT platform has been integrated and it is
being exploited / used to deploy the “Personal Network” defined by the INPUT Platform called
OpenVolcano.
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APPENDIX A: vSTB implementation details
A.1: Ffmpeg details
Ffserver requires, as input, a specific configuration file containing a description of input
sources and live/local file output, besides additional encoding specifications.
If the input is a live streaming, first it is sent to a feed. As shown in Figure 19, a feed is a
particular file having .ffm extension, which can multiply together more than one audio and
video streams.

Figure 19: Relationship between streams and feeds in a ffserver.

As we can see in Figure 19, different feed/stream combinations are possible. For example,
Stream 1 and Stream 2 can be obtained by the same audio/video flow, the first with an H.264
video encoder and mp3 audio encoder, while the second with a VP8 video encoder and an Orbis
audio encoder. Instead, Stream 3, because coming from a different feed, is a different
audio/video stream. Each feed has a unique URL composed as follows:
http://ffserver_ip_address:http_port/feed_name
where:




ffserver_ip_address is the IP address of the machine where ffserver is installed;
http_port is the port number of the HTTP server (the default number is 80, but it can be
configured through the HTTPPort option);
feed_name is the name of the corresponding feed defined in the configuration file.

All the feed parameters can be specified through an XML-like syntax:
<Feed Feedname.ffm>
Parametri del feed
</Feed>
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Other parameters that can be specified are the destination .ffm file on the local file system,
the size and the Access Control List (ACL), which contains the addresses that are allowed to
access a given stream or to write a given feed.
As far as the streams are concerned, different parameters are used but with the same syntax:
<Stream streamname>
Stream parameters
</stream>
where Stream parameters specifies the main parameters regarding a stream like, for example,
the origin feed, the audio and the video encoders, the bit rate, the frame rate, etc.

A.2: Details regarding the behavior of each Edge Acquirer thread
Each thread created at step 5.b of EA description section (subsection 3.4.1 EA Control Plane)
performs the following actions:
1. Manages message reception
2. Manages message decoding
Messages are encoded according to the JSON format with the following structure:
{“operation”: operation,
“idContentProvider”: codiceCP”}
where operation indicates the kind of requested operation. Three possible actions have been
implemented:




Channel list: it initiates the action of sending the timetable of the Content Provider
indicated by the parameter idContentProvider;
Provider list: it starts the action of sending the list of the Content Providers;
Add content: it allows adding a new event to the timetable of a Content Provider. The
format of this operation is:
{“operation”: operation,
“idContentProvider”:codiceCP,
“image”:image,
“description”:description,
“startingTime”: startingTime,
“length”:length}

3. Manages requests according to the operation identifier
4. Closes connections
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A.3: Details regarding the behavior of each Personal Acquirer thread
Each thread created at step 5.b of EA description section (Subsection 3.4.2) performs the
following actions:
1. Manages message reception
Messages are encoded according to the JSON format with the following structure:
{“operation”: code,
“idContentProvider”: idContentProvider,
“device”:device}
Operation is a string containing a description of the operation to be performed;
idContentProvider identifies the selected Content Provider; device is the destination device
chosen to reproduce the multimedia flow (it can be either the DMS or the smartphone).
Operation can assume one of the following values:




[1.1: Channel list] The channel list is sent
[1.2: Provider list] The CP list is sent
[1.3: Get Channel] The requested channel is sent to the device indicated by the device
variable that can assume one of the following values:
1: smartphone
2: DMS
3: smartphone and DMS
4: Edge Storage for event recording



[1.4 Stop Channel] Stops the reception of the current channel

2. Manages requests according to the operation value
3. Closes connections and terminates threads
Let us note that, in the case [1.3: Get Channel], we have used an ffmpeg source instead of an
ffserver because the ffserver creates a video streaming server, and therefore it is not able to
issue a request to himself to receive video. For this reason, unlike the EA that receives the
content directly from the CP, the control channel of the PA is in charge of sending a request to
the streaming part of the EA and forwarding it to its ffserver.
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